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The story is part "Harry Potter," part Rick Riordan's The Lightning Thief  and part shojo, and it will keep teens, particularly girls, reading. -- School Library Journal

The mythological concept elevates the usual high-school dramas...to new heights. Funny and light, this tale is a romance of Olympian proportions. -- Kirkus Reviews    

       An effervescent, fast-paced read. -Publishers Weekly, starred review

       A modern girl’s comedic odyssey in a school filled with the descendants of Greek gods.
 When Phoebe’s mom returns from Greece with a new husband and moves them to an island in the Aegean, PhoebeÂ’s plans for her senior year and track season are ancient history. Now she must attend the uberexclusive academy, where admission depends on pedigree, namely, ancestry from Zeus, Hera, and other Greek gods. That’s right, theyÂ’re real, not myth, and their teen descendants are like the classical heroes—supersmart and superbeautiful with a few superpowers. And now they’re on her track team! Armed only with her Nikes and the will to win, Phoebe races to find her place among the gods.    

       About the Author


   Tera Lynn Childs has been an actor, architecture historian, and seventh-grade teacher. This is her first novel. She lives in Houston, Texas.      
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Mucosal Immunology, 3rd Edition (2 Volumes)Academic Press, 2005

	Mucosal immunology is so important since most infectious agents enter the body through the various mucous membranes, and many common infections take place in or on mucous membranes. Mucosal Immunology, now in its third edition, is the only comprehensive reference covering the basic science and clinical manifestations of mucosal...
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The Mind Map Book: How to Use Radiant Thinking to Maximize Your Brain's Untapped PotentialDutton Juvenile, 1994

	An authority on learning techniques and the brain offers a groundbreaking, fully illustrated program for tapping and freeing the mind's hidden powers, showing ways to improve memory, concentration, and creativity. National ad/promo.
...
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Reverse Engineering: An Industrial Perspective (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2007
Reverse engineering is the process of discovering the technological principles of an object or component through analysis of its structure and function. Such analysis can then be used to redesign the object very quickly using computer-aided design in concert with rapid-manufacturing processes to produce small numbers of components adapted to the...
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Dynamic SQL: Applications, Performance, and SecurityApress, 2016

	This book is an introduction and deep-dive into the many uses of dynamic SQL in Microsoft SQL Server. Dynamic SQL is key to large-scale searching based upon user-entered criteria. It’s also useful in generating value-lists, in dynamic pivoting of data for business intelligence reporting, and for customizing database objects and querying...
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ElasticSearch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a user of ElasticSearch in your web applications you’ll already know what a powerful technology it is, and with this book you can take it to new heights with a whole range of enhanced solutions from plugins to scripting.


	Overview

	
		Write native plugins to extend the capabilities of ElasticSearch to...
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Agile Project Management with Scrum (Microsoft Professional)Microsoft Press, 2004
The rules and practices for Scrum—a simple process for managing complex  projects—are few, straightforward, and easy to learn. But, Scrum’s simplicity  itself—its lack of prescription—can be disarming, and new practitioners often  find themselves reverting to old project management habits and tools and  yielding...
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